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If a Markov chain converges rapidly to stationarity, then the time until the first hit on a 
rarely-visited set of states is approximately exponentially distributed; moreover an explicit bound 
for the error in this approximation can be given. This complements results of Keilson. 
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1. Introduction 
Throughout, Xlr denotes an ergodic Markov chain on a finite state space I = 
{z’, j, k, . . . }, and v denotes the stationary distribution. Such a chain may or may 
not have the following (informally stated) property: the hitting *time 7” = 
min{t 2 0: Xt z A} on any subset A of I with small n-measure has almost exponential 
distribution. When does this property hold, and how should it be formalized? Two 
well known ideas suggest two different types of a sufficient condition for this 
property to hold. 
1.1. Suppose some state io is frequently visited. This suggests p = Pi,(hit A before 
first return to io) is small. So for a chain starting at iO, the path until T’ consists 
of a geometric (mean p-l- er of excursions from i0 which return to io 
without hitting A, followed by part of an excursion which hits A. Apart from this 
final excursion, TA is a large geometric sum of i.i.o, variables, and this sum should 
be almost exponential. 
Suppose the chain i apidly mixing, i.e., convergence to stationarity is rapid. 
n the distribution of given {T’ > t} will stay near the stationary distribution 
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r, because the tendency to drift away (due to paths hitting A being eliminated) is 
offset by the rapid mixing. So P( TA > t + s 1 TA > t) will be approximately P,( TA > s), 
and this makes TA almost exponential. 
Idea 1.1 is discclssed in detail in [l]. The purpose of this paper, inspired by [l], 
is to present a formalization of idea 1.2. We believe these two approaches to be 
complementary. For queues or birth-and-death processes, where the ‘empty’ state 
is not uncommon, approach 1.1 is natural. But 1.1 is inapplicable to chains without 
any frequently visited state, and here 1.2 may be helpful. 
Before stating our formalization we must define a parameter which measures 
the time taken for the chain to approach stationarity: 
7 = min{t: llPi(Xt fz . ) - nils 1/(2e) for all i}- (1.3) 
Here VIA - JL II = $ C IAi - piI is the total variation norm. The constant 1/(2e j is arbitrary, 
and could be replaced by any 6 < $. 
1.4. Theorem. For any Tubset A of I and any distribution A, 
(a) sup,lP,( TA > 0 - exp{-tlE,rA)I s A, 
(b) Ph(T~:~t)~(l-.Q-lexp{-(l-A)t/E,T~),t~O, 
whenever A =: CT/E,T,& + log’(E,T&)j < 1. Here C is a numerical constant, not 
dependent on the chain Xt. 
Informally, if EmTA >> 7, then A is small, so (a) says that TA is almost exponential 
for the stationary chain, while (b) gives an exponential bound on the tail of the 
distribution of TA for an arbitrary initial distribution. We do not claim that such 
error bounds, valid for all chains, will be numerically useful in particular cases: 
rather, the theorem indicates which parameters need to be small in order to justify 
an exponential approximation. Compare Theorem 1.4 with a typical formalization 
of 1.1. 
1.5. Theorem (El, Section 8.21). Suppose I is infinite, i E I, A, c I and EiTA” + w 
Then 
SUPIP~( TA, > t) -exp{-t/EiTA,)I + 0 as IZ + 00. 
t 
It is not clear whether this type of result can be strengthened to give explicit 
error bounds in terms of EiTA and some natural parameter of the chain. 
The exponential approximation for multi-component repairable systems mod- 
elled by Markov chains is discussed in [1, Sections 8.9 and 8.101. Theorzm 1.4 
rovides a more direct approach. Supposing that less than d components are 
malfunctioning at a typical time, and that the dependence between components is 
ot too great, it is reasonable to believe that r is rnot mluch greater than the time 
needed to repair d components. rovided the mean system failure ti Wh 
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larger than this, Theorem 1.4 justifies l-he exponential approximation for the system 
failure time. 
2. Proofs 
The ideas in the proof are standard, except perhaps for the concept of the 
quasi-stationary limit distribution 
P=limP,(X,E-ITA>?). 
t+oO (2.1) 
We shall assume the existence of this limit (see Remark 2.18). Plainly p = 
Pp (Xt E l 1 TA > t), and so in particular the P,-distribution of TA is exactly exponential: 
P,(TA > t) = exp{-t/E,TA}. (2.2) 
Our technique, suggested by 1.2, is to show that 11~ - ~11 is small. We need some 
preliminaries concerning the total variation norm and T. Since any distributions p, 
h coincide outside a yet of measure 11~ - A 11, we have bounds like 
Such inequalities will be used frequently. Here is another easy fact. 
2.3. Lemma, IIP(Z E l I B) - P(Z E l )I1 s 1 - P(B) for any w. Z and non-null set B. 
2.4. Lemma. For any initial distribution h, 
IIPA(XtE +-7~II~exp{l-t/r}. 
Proof. Put d(t) = maxilpi (Xl E l ) - WI/. Then d(t) is non-increasing, and d (s -b t) q 
2d(s)d(t). By definition d(7) G 1/(2e), so by induction d (nr) s $ e-” and the assertion 
follows. 
2.5. Lemma. maxi EiTA s (7 + E,TJ/(l - (2e)-‘). 
roof. Putting A = Pi(XT E l ), we have EiTp s 7 + EATA. But llh --_ 7~11 c (2e)-‘, so 
EATA s E,TA + (2e)-’ max EjTA. Add these inequalities and rearrange. 
We now start the proof of Theorem 1.4. By specifying that C’ s 3 we may assume 
E,T,, 3 37, (2.6) 
for otherwise 4 > 1. 
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Proof. Because IP,(TA > t) -P,(TA > t)i G I’D - ~11, we: have by (2.2) 
&p)P,(TA > t)-exp(-t/E,TA}I s 
r 
G 11~ - 7rl1+sup\exp{-t/E,JA}- exp{-t/E,TA)I. 
r 
We can use calculus to bound the right-most term by 
5lE-ll* 
But (E,TA - E,TAI s 11~ - r max EiTA. Estimating this by Lemma 2.5 and (2.6), II 
and dividing through by E,TA gives 
(2.8) 
Substituting (2.8) into the preceding inequalities proves the lemma. 
Define 
a = log(EwT&), 
s=(l+a)7, 
s = , e-" + S/ E-T& = &2 f iiog(E,TA/d). 
VA 
In view of Lemma 2 7, the next lemma is sufficient to establish Theorem 1.4(a). 
2@9. hnma. lip - ~11 c 48. 
Prolnf. By Lemma 2.4 and the definition of s, for any initial distribution A we have 
lIPA (Xs E l )- 7rll s eea (2.10) 
and hence 
P,(TAs~)-e-a SPA(sdTAd2s)T~ Z+SP,(TASS)+e-a. (2.11) 
We shall prove 
Pm( TA S S) S eea -I- ~s/E,TA. (2.12) 
To prove this, observe that 2.11 implies, for any A, 
P~(TA>2S)~1-P,(TAdS)+e-a. 
We may assume this bound to be less than 1, otherwise (2.12) is immediate. By 
induction PA (TA > 2ns) < (l- (TA<S)+e-a)n, all now summkig over n gives 
(TAds)-ee-a)- 
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(2.13) 
(2.14) 
Next, define 
PO=r, P,,=P,(X,,~E*]TA~~S). 
Then 
Ppn+l(TA<s)=P~n(~~TA<2~ITA~~)~)6 
by (2.11), (2.12) and the definition of S. 
Finally, 
IIP ,+,-~ll=l~~“~Xs~‘I~A~~~-~ll 
QC”+P,,(TA<S) byLemma2.3and(2.10) 
G 35 by (2.13). 
But pn +p by (2.1), and this gives Lemma 2.9. 
The next lemma gives Theorem 1.4(b). 
2.65. Lemma. If 8 <p, then for any A, 
PA(TA> t&(1 -76)-l exp{-(1-7S)tf&TA). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.9 and (2.10), 
llwx E +-PIb=% 
and SQ 
Ph(TA>t)dPp(TA>t--6)+5S maxPj(TA>t-s). 
i 
Write f(t) = supA PA( TA > t) and use (2.2): 
f(t)<exp{-(t-s)IE,,TA)+SSf(t-s). 
Iterate this inequality to obtain 
f(t)s c (5S)“_’ exp{-(r - ns)/E,TA). 
n21 
= exp{-tIE,TA}I(exp{-s/E,T,}- W, (2.16) 
provided that the denominator is positive. But (2.8) and Lemma 2.9 show that 
l-78++1+7S. (2.17) 
WA 
so 
CXP(-S/E,,TA) Scxp{-~(1 +~~)/E=TA) 
3 exp{- $( I+ 78)s) by definition of S 
2 1-S since 6 <i. 
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So the denominator of (2.16) is at least 1 - 68. Estimating the numerator by (2.13, 
we estajlish Lemma 2.15. 
emark. In proving Theorem 1.4 the existence of the quasi-stationary limit 
(2.1) was assumed. It Ts known [ 1, Section 6.61 that this limit exists when I\A is 
irreducible. However, Theorem 1.4 is true without this assumption, by the following 
approximation argument: 
Given a chain Xt, approximate it by the chain XF with transition rates q$ - 
(1 - & jqi*j + &7Tp Then Xr satisfies this assumption, and hence the conclusion of 
Theorem 1.4. Letting e + 0 we deduce that Theorem 1.4 is true for Xt. 
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